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Slow burning crisis, over a decade since…

> $16,000

per child per year

The estimated true cost of child care in the US in 2019, pre-inﬂation crisis (CAP)
⅔ of children are in non-parental care, as rates of mothers in the labor force have skyrocketed
More than half of families in the US live in counties considered “child care deserts”
The U.S. subsidizes costs for just a portion of the poorest families
Families who cannot afford quality center-based care knit together patchwork , unreliable alternatives

COVID-19: An explosion
of child care coverage

A deep problem warranting deep reporting

Graphic: Katie King,
Capita, “Build Back
Better Was Never
Going to Save Child
Care. Here’s Why.”

A Solutions
Journalism Approach
•

Collaboration w/ Early & Elementary
Ed Policy Program and Early
Learning Nation

•

Researchers interviewed over 100
experts, advocates, practitioners,
parents

•

Need for child care districts,
trauma-informed care, multilingual
settings, whole family solutions,
public funding (report forthcoming)

•

Recognition that most pubs were not
equipped to cover this level of
nuance

Looking for a Silver Bullet
‘Parenting magazines and verticals are selling us things but not talking about
hard or structural issues, and not delving into the policy conversations,” says
Kimberly Seals Allers, who wrote about childcare for the New York Times and
Forbes before creating Irth, a maternal-health app for women of color. “People
are looking for that silver-bullet solution,” says Allers of the childcare crisis, “and
there isn’t one.”’ (Swenson and Gale, CJR)

Complexity: Federalist, Market-Driven Patchwork
“[I]n a state such as Massachusetts, anyone watching a single, non-relative
child in their own home requires a childcare license. In South Dakota, a
caregiver can watch up to twelve children without requiring a license. What
constitutes “childcare” also varies widely, and includes everything from
licensed for-profit centers to informal friend, family, and neighbor care.”
(Swenson and Gale, CJR)

Why beat reporting?
“Rather than selectively engage childcare as an add-on or afterthought to
those legacy beats, the time has come to make childcare its own beat.
Complexity and urgency don’t pair well; it’s unrealistic to expect a reporter
new to covering childcare to churn out a nuanced story on a tight deadline.
Over time, however, a dedicated beat reporter can develop expertise in the
nuances, policy implications, and people who shape a subject as complex
as childcare—all while, hopefully, building public interest and rewarding it
with new understanding.” (Swenson and Gale, CJR)

What deep childcare reporting can look like…

Ad hoc CC reporting vs. Beat CC reporting
Appears only at moments of major crisis, when
headlines are propelled by politics or economics

Is not beholden to political or economic news pegs,
but sees relevance of child care stories as evergreen

Overemphasizes consumer solutions that cater to
wealthy families

Focuses on structural and policy solutions

Treats utilizing child care as a high-end or feminist
lifestyle choice, not a norm— “mommy wars”

Treats child care as a modern necessity, and a source
of development and learning, much like K-12
education, involving all parents and society

Tells sensational stories about bad child care that
obfuscate structural causes—“poverty porn”
Does not parse differences between periodic
babysitting— “supervising”— and early education
Presents child care crisis either as solvable with
the right entrepreneur or policy tweak, or too
broken to solve

Notes vast chasm between child care options for
wealthy and low-income, as well as impact on
long-term inequality
Emphasizes range of care and education preferences
and options, as well as limitations on access
Presents child care crisis as solvable if major societal
changes and investments are made, contextualizes
problems globally, historically

Where to find support…
Our team can offer:
Referrals to experienced child care reporters and diverse
expert sources
Briefings and resources on how to understand the origins
of the crisis, and what real solutions would look like

Solutions Journalism Network
https://www.solutionsjournalism.org/

Child Care Aware of America
https://www.childcareaware.org/

Tips on identifying local child care solutions, warranting
investigation, assessment

Early Learning Nation

rg@rebeccagale.org

https://earlylearningnation.com/
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